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1.

along a conveyor.

Second, to provide a machine for effectively

folding the end flaps and side folding cover of a
translated paper carton without unduly deform
ing the side and end walls of the carton which
may be relatively loosely interlocked.
Third, to provide novel means for folding the

leading end flap of a translated cartOn Over the
Fourth, to provide means for folding the trail
ing end flap of a carton inwardly over the carton
while the carton is being continuously moved.
Fifth, to provide means for accurately and
sharply bending the side folding top of a carton

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary plan view of a closed
carton after it has passed the cover flap folding
portion of the machine.
Fig. 8 is a horizontal plan view partially in sec
tion of the tuck flap inserting portion of the

O
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carton While the carton is being moved.

machine.

Fig. 9 is a side elevational view of the carton
With the tuck flap and tuck flap locking slot posi
tioned to be operated on by the flap defecting pin
and flap inserting can wheel of the machine, the
pin being shown in cross Section along the plane
of the line 9-9 in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10 is a fragmentary transverse Vertical
cross sectional view through the tuck flap insert

ing mechanisin taken along the plane of the line
20

tover the carton and turning down a side flap on
the Swinging end of the cover while the carton is
being translated.

Sixth, to provide means for inserting or engag

ing a tuck flap on the end flap of a cover into a

locking slot in the side of a carton while the car

ton is being translated.
Other objects and advantages of my invention
will be apparent from a consideration of the foll
lowing description and claims.

2

tional view similar to Fig. 5 but illustrating the
cover flap folding mechanism in an advanced
Stage of the cycle of the nachine.

This invention relates to improvements in
machine for closing paper cartons while the car
tons are being translated.
The principal objects of this invention are:
First, to provide a machine which will auto
natically fold in end flaps and close and lock the
side folding cover of a rectangular paper carton
while the carton is being continuously translated

-i in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11 is a fragmentary Wertical longitudinal
croSS Sectional view through a carton positioned
opposite the tuck flap inserting mechanism and
showing the fap inserting can in elevation.
My present machine is designed to automati
cally close paper cartons of relatively light weight
after they have been previously erected and filled
With the contents which they are to carry. The
machine is particularly designed to operate on

inexpensive cartons having end walls that are
30

joined to the side walls by inexpensive and auto

matically erectible interlocking flaps so that the

cartons are not rigid in the sense that cartons
having glued and integrally connected side and
The drawings, of which there are four sheets,
end Walls are rigid. The cartons On which my
illustrate a preferred and highly practical form
of my carton closing machine.
35 machine is designed to operate are designed to
inexpensively package and protect consumer
Fig. 1 is a plan view of the machine, the view

being broken in two sections along the broken line
tion of the right end of the upper portion.
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary vertical longitudinal 40
'cross sectional view through the end flap folding
portion of the machine taken along the plane of
line 2-2 in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary perspective view par
tially in vertical section illustrating the operation
of the leading flap folding mechanism.
Fig. 4 is an enlarged vertical cross sectional
view illustrating the trailing flap folding mecha
nism shown in Fig. 2 in another position of the

with the lower portion constituting a continua

mechanism.

50

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary transverse vertical cross

of the machine taken along the plane of the line

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary transverse cross sec

includes a conveyor Way along which cartons
are adapted to be continuously translated by the

flights 2 of a continuously driven conveyor chain
3. The cartons 4 are delivered transversely to the
conveyor way from a carton set-up machine indi

cated generally at 5 and it will be understood that
the set-up machine 5 which forms no part of the
present invention functions to set up the cartons

from flat blanks So that the side and end Walls of

the cartons are erected and interlocked and inter

connected by a combination of interlocking corner

flaps and slots. The cover of the carton extends

sectional view through the cover folding portion
5-5 in Fig. 1.

items such as baked goods and it is therefore
of erecting and closing it be held to a minimum.
As is generally illustrated in Fig. 1 my machine

essential that the cost of the carton and the cost

55

vertically from one side wall as the carton is
delivered from the set-up machine.
After leaving the set-up machine the cartons
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4 are introduced into the conveyor way by a

crank operated pusher mechanism 6. In order
to synchronize the operation of the several ele
ments of my machine, a chain 7 driven in timed
relationship to the set-up machine is connected

4.
connections between the end wall and the side

5

through the shafts and gears 8 to operate the

chain 9 which drives my carton closing mecha

nism in a manner to be described presently.
The carton closing mechanism includes a lead
ing end flap folder generally indicated at 0, a

trailing end flap folder generally indicated at if,
a cover bending guide bar 2, a cover flap folder
generally indicated at 13, and a combined cover

0

walls. Such motion might also damage the Con
tents of the carton. Accordingly, the tirailing
edges of the folding plates 3 are provided with
radially projecting flanges 32 which hook ove:
the free edge of the leading end flaps 28. Rota
tion of the disc 39 causes the flange 32 to gove

downwardly as the end fiap 28 folds, thus effec
tively preventing transverse bowing of either the
flap or the leading end wall. A hold-down plate
or bar 33 supported from a bracket 3 is on the
Side of the machine overlies the inconing C&I to:ns
and prevents their accidental tilting Linder this

closing and tuck flap inserting structure general
action of the fold plates 3.
5
ly indicated at 4.
Trailing end flap folder
While various drive arrangementS may be pro
After the leading end flaps have been foiled
vided, I connect the chain 9 to a cross shaft 5
which is chain connected to drive the leading
as described, the cartons are advanced past the
shaft f and a cam plate 35 fixedly supported
flap folder shaft 5 and the trailing flap folder
shaft . The shaft 5 is also connected by the 20 fines an irregular cam opening 38 througin which

alongside of the conveyor. The can piate 35 de

chain 3 to a croSS shaft 9 and the shaft 9

fines an irregular can opening 38 tihrough which

is in turn connected by the chain 20 to the shaft
2 for operating the conveyor chain 3. The shaft

the shaft

extends and the Shaft,

carries g,

crank member 37 having oppositely extending

f7 is connected by means of the chain 22 to the
cover flap folding shaft 23 and a chain 24 con
nects the latter shaft to a shaft 25 for operating

25

Structural details of the Supporting framework
of the machine are largely omitted except where
operating portions of the machine are connected
thereto. It is believed that persons skilled in the
art will be readily able to provide the necessary
Structural Support for the elements to be de

30

crank arms 38. Pivotally carried at the ends of
the arms 38 are transversely extending trailing

flap folding plates 39 which project transversey
across the conveyor to engage the trailing flaps

the tuck flap inserting mechanism.

29 of each successive carton. The plates 39 are
rigidly connected to crank eve's
as the

Swinging ends of the levers A3 are provided with

cam follower rollers 4, which engage and travel

along the surface of the cam opening 33 as the
35 spring urged into constant engagement with the
Leading end flap folder
edge of the cam opening 36 by springs & 2 which
As is best illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, the car
extend
from each crank lever to pins 33 carried
tons 4 are regularly and continuously advanced
by projections on the opposite crank arm 33.
As is best illustrated in Fig. 4, the edge of the
by the conveyor in the direction indicated by
the arrows with their side walls 26 and end walls 40 cam opening 36 is provided with a re-entrant
27 erected. The end walls are provided with lead lobe 44 which forces the follower roller 4 of
ing end flaps 28 and trailing end flaps 28 which each
lever inwardly of the cam opening as the
project above the edges of the side walls. The lever approaches the bottom of its travel. This
end flaps 28 and 29 are connected to their respec movement of the roller and its associated crank
tive end walls along scored fold lines but in order 45 lever 40 swings the lever to the position indicated
to increase the rigidity of the finished carton the by the dotted lines at 40-A in Fig. 4. The flap
fold lines are not very deep so that considerable folding plate carried by the crank lever is corre
force is required to bend the end flaps along the Spondingly swung to an elevated position indi
fold lines.
: cated by the dotted lines at 39-A so that the in
A disc 30 is mounted on the end of the shaft 50 coming trailing end flap 29 will clear the folding
f6 alongside the path of movement of the cartons plate as indicated at 29-A. The crank member
and the disc is provided with segmental arcuate 37 is rotated at such a speed that the folding plate
fold plates 3 f which project across the path of
39 is advanced faster than the trailing end flap
travel of the cartons. It will be noted that the 29 in an overtaking motion which tends to fold
bottom of the disc 30 and the outer surfaces of 55 the trailing end flap inwardly over the rear end
the fold plates 3 are approximately level with, wall of the carton. Simultaneously with the
or tangent to the top edges of the side walls 26 overtaking of the trailing flap 29, the follower
of the cartons as they are translated below the roller 44 is permitted to move outwardly after
folding plates 31. The disc 30 rotates in the passing the cam lobe 44 so that the folding plate
direction indicated by the arrows so that one of 6) 39 assumes a horizontal position just as the trail
the two folding plates will be presented in the ing
wall of the carton passes under it. A flange
path of each successive carton as illustrated in or projection 45 on each of the folding plates 39
Fig. 2. The shaft 6 and the disc 30 are rotated engages the swinging edge of each successive end
so that the peripheral speed of the folding plates flap and prevents inward buckling of the end wall
3 is less than the lineal rate of advance of the 35 during the inward folding of the end wall flap.
conveyor 3 and cartons 4.
Cover and cover flap folding mechanism
From a consideration of Fig. 2 it will be ap
parent that if the dise 33 and lower fold plate
After both the trailing and leading end wall
3 were held stationary the advancing motion flaps of the cartons have been folded inwardly as
of the earton-4 would eause the leading end flap just described, the cartons are translated under
28 to be bent inwardly over the carton
neath a holdsdown plate or strip 46, which is
fining action. However, such a canaming action
supported intermediate of its ends by a laterally
alone applied to the relatively stiff flap would extending bracket 46' (see Figs. 1 and 5). This
also tend to buckle the leading end wall 27 in strip functions to hold the end flaps in folded
wardly of the carton and possibly break the loose 75 condition while the cover is folded and locked.
Scribed.

crank 37 is rotated. The crank levers 3 are

2,625,778
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It will be understood that throughout the fold

ing of the end flaps the cover 47 on the carton
has been extended vertically from one side Wall.
As the carton is advanced, the upstanding lead

ing edge of the cover is engaged by the laterally
and longitudinally inclined fold bar 2 to fold
the cover transversely over the carton. The bar
f2 brings the cover 47 into an acute angular, par

tially closed, position over the carton and against

6

will cause the tuck flap to be pressed into the slot
vacated by the lock flap.
After the cover 47 has been fully depressed,
rotation of the wheel 56 moves the pin 59 away
from the fixed cam 6 and permits the pin and

cover flap to retract. The lock flap and the edge
of the slot in the side wall of the carton will also
Spring outwardly to lockingly engage the tuck
flap in a familiar type of locking engagement.

the top of a guide bar 48, which is supported by O Continued translation of the filled and now
closed cartons carries them beyond the end of
a bracket 48' from the conveyor side. Contin
the hold-down plate 46 and a crimping roll 65
ued translation of the carton brings the folded
is provided for finally pressing the cover firmly
inner edge of the cover under a crimping roll or
doWn against the top of the carton. This final
wheel 49 which sharply crimps the fold between
downward motion of the cover also firmly seats
the cover and the side wall. During the crimp
the tuck flap in the locking slot 64, and the auto
ing of the folded edge of the cover the Swinging
matic closing of the carton is complete.
edge thereof is retained against the guide bar 48
Having thus described my invention, what
by a horizontal reach 50 of the fold bar 2.
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters
After the carton has passed the crimping roll
49 the Swinging edge of the cover 47 with a cover 20 Patent is:
1. A machine for closing rectangular paper
flap portion 5 extending therefrom is brought
cartons having end wall flaps and a cover hingedly
into engagement with a cover flap folding roll 52
connected to one side wall and a cover flap on
driven from the previously described shaft 23.
the Swinging edge of the cover with a tuck flap
The roll 52 has a cylindrical inner holding por
tion 53 cooperative with the guide bar 48 and an 25 On the edge of the cover flap, as the cartons are
continuously translated along a conveyor in an
axially cammed flange 54 which is rotated in
endwise position comprising, a leading end flap
timed relationship with the advance of each car
folding device positioned alongside said conveyor
ton to fold each cover flap sharply downwardly
and including a vertical disc tangent on its lower
along the side of the guidebar 48.
side to the plane of the top of said cartons, said
Cover flap inserting and locking mechanism.
disc having segmental arcuate folding plates se
cured to diametrically opposite sides thereof and
After the carton is translated past the cover
projecting transversely across the path of travel
flap folding mechanism the cover flap is held in
downwardly inclined position by a guide plate 55 of Said cartons, means for rotating said disc at

a peripheral speed less than the lineal speed of
(see Fig. 7) until the leading edge of the cover
Said cartons and in timed relation thereto to
flap engages a cover flap closing wheel 56 which
present each one of said plates in front of al
is driven by the shaft 25. The wheel 56 is lapped
ternate incoming cartons, said folding plates
downwardly along the side of the carton and
presses the carton snugly against the opposite having radially projecting flap engaging flanges
side of the way . The cover at this position is 40 On the trailing edges thereof, a trailing fiap fold
still in partially inclined incompletely closed po ing device positioned alongside said conveyor
behind Said leading flap folding device and in
sition with the cover flap 5f lapped along the
cluding a fixed can plate with an irregular cann
upper edge of the side wall of the carton. The
wheel 56 carries an angularly adjustable closing
Opening therein, a shaft projecting through said
calm 57 which rotates downwardly to force the opening, a double armed crank member on said
shaft, crankleverSpivotally carried on the Swing
cover into flat position across the top of the car
ton and the support plate 46.
ing ends of Said crank member and having cam
The cover folding wheel 56 also carries an angle follower rolls Spring urged into engagement with
shaped projection or bracket 58 on its outer side,
the edge of Said cam opening to control move
Which bracket serves to support the outer end of 50 ment of the levers about their pivots, trailing
flap folding plates connected to the pivots of
a pin element 59, as is most clearly illustrated in
Fig. 10. The inner end of the pin element 59 is Said crank levers for rotation thereby, said trail
journalled in the periphery of the Wheel 56 to pro ing flap folding plates extending transversely
ject therethrough and a coil spring 60 constantly
acroSS the path of Said cartons, means for rotat
urges the pin outwardly away from the inner face 5 5 ing Said shaft and the crank member and plates
of the wheel 56. The pin 59 is angularly posi carried thereby at a peripheral speed greater
tioned with respect to the closing cam 51 so that than the lineal spead of said cartons and in timed
the pin is brought into overlapping or opposed relation thereto whereby each one of the plates
relationship to the front wall of the carton prior
overtakes and engages the trailing end flaps of
to the closing cam reaching its fully closed posi 60 alternate cartons, Said trailing flap folding plates
tion relative to the cover 4.
having flap edge engaging flanges on the Swing
Fixedly mounted on the framework of the ma
ing edges thereof, said cam opening having a re
chine and opposite the path of travel of the pin entrant portion arranged to swing said crank
59 at its lowest point, is a fixed cam 6f which
levers and said trailing flap folding plates to
functions to press the pin 59 inwardly toward the above
a horizontal on the downward motion of
carton as the pin is translated between the can each lever
with said member to clear incoming
and the carton by the wheel 56. The inner end
and Ileans positioned alongside and ove'
of the pin 59 is thus adapted to move trans fiapS,
conveyor behind said trailing flap folding
versely against a depending tuck flap 62 provided said
device
for Successively folding dowin the cover and
70
on the lower edge of the cover flap 5f. Not only cover flap
of each carton and engaging the cover
will the tuckflap 62 be pressed in Wardly but a lock flap and the
flap or portion 63 formed by slitting the side the carton. tuck fap thereof with the side of
wall of the carton as at 64, will also be pressing
2. A machine for closing rectangular paper
inwardly so that downward motion of the cover 75 cartons
having end wall flaps and a cover hing
and cover flap under the influence of the cam 57

7
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edly connected to one side wall and a cover flap

on the Swinging edge of the cover with a tuck
flap on the edge of the cover flap, as the cartons

are continuously translated along a conveyor in
an endwise position comprising, a leading and

5

flap folding device positioned along Side Said con
veyor and including a vertical disc tangent on itS

lower side to the plane of the top of said cartons,

"cam followers arranged to travel along said cam
surface, trailing flap folding plates connected to
the
pivots of said crank levers for rotation there
by, said trailing flap folding plates extending
transversely across the path of said cartons, and
means for rotating said shaft and crank member
in timed relation to said conveyor whereby the

plates carried by said levers travel at a periph
eral speed greater than the lineal speed of said
cartons and the length of the path of travel of
the plates being such that each one of the plates
overtakes and engages the trailing end fiaps of
alternate cartons, Said trailing flap folding plates
having flap edge engaging projections on the
edges thereof that lead the plates on their for
Ward motion, Said can Surface having a reentrant
portion arranged to swing said crank levers and
Said trailing flap folding plates to above a hori
Zontal position on the downward motion of each
lever to clear incoming flaps and to thereafter
hold Said plates in a horizontal flap folding posi

said disc having folding plates Secured to dia

metrically opposite sides thereof and projecting
transversely across the path of travel of said
cartons, means for rotating said disc at a periph
eral speed less than the lineal Speed of Said car

tons and in timed relation thereto to present each

one of said plates in front of alternate incoming
cartons, said folding plates having radially pro
jecting flap engaging projections on the trailing
edges thereof, a trailing flap folding device posi

tioned alongside said conveyor behind Said lead
ing flap folding device and including a fixed can 5
plate with an irregular can opening therein, a.
shaft projecting through Said opening, a double
tion to the botton of the swing of the plate.
armed crank member on Said shaft, crank leverS
4. A machine for closing rectangular paper
pivotally carried on the SWinging ends of Said
cartons having end wall fiaps and a cover hinged
crank member and having can follower rolls 2 5 ly connected to one side wall and a cover flap on

spring urged into engagement with the edge of

said can opening to control movement of the
levers about their pivots, trailing flap folding
plates connected to the pivots of Said Crank levers
for rotation thereby, said trailing flap folding :
plates extending transversely acroSS the path of
said cartons, and means for rotating Said shaft
and the crank member and plates carried thereby
at a peripheral speed greater than the lineal
speed of said cartons and in timed relation there 5)
to whereby each one of the plates overtakes and
engages the trailing end flaps of alterinate car
tons, said trailing flap folding plates having flap
edge engaging projections on the SWinging edges
thereof, said cam opening having a re-entrant si)
portion arranged to Swing said crank leve;’S and
said trailing flap folding plates to above a hori
zontal position on the downward notion of each

the SWinging edge of the cover with a tuck flap
On the edge of the cover flap, as the cartons are
Continuously translated along a conveyor in an
endwise position comprising, a leading end fiap
folding device positioned alongside said conveyor
and including a first rotatable member rotatable
about an axis extending transversey over the
ath of travel of said cartons, said member having
a folding plate Secured to a radially disposed por
tion thereof and projecting transversely across
the path of travel of said cartons, means for ro
iating Said first member in timed relation to said
conveyor with said plate being rotated at a pe
ripheral Speed less than the lineal speed of said
cartons but with the plate registering with the

leading end flap of a carton on each revolution of

Said rotatable inember, said folding plate having
a radially projecting flap engaging projection on
the trailing edge thereof, a trailing fiap folding
lever with said menhar to clear incornina fla.o.S.
3. A machine for closing rectangular paper 4. 5 device positioned alongside said conveyor behind
said leading flap folding device and including a
cartons having end Wall flapS aid a COWe
Second rotatable member rotatable about an axis
hingedly connected to one side wall and a cover
€xtending transversely above the path of travel
flap on the swinging edge of the cover with a
tuck flap on the edge of the cover flap, as the
of Said cartons, a crank on said second member,
gartons are continuously trainslated along 2, con- ; a lever pivotally carried on the Swinging end of
veyor in an endwise position comprising, a lead
said crank, can means engageable with said lever
ing end flap folding device positioned alongside
to move the same on its pivot as said lever is
said conveyor and including a rotatable member
translated by Said crank, a trailing flap folding

rotatable about an axis extending transversely
over the path of said cartons, means for rotating

55

said first member in timed relation to said con
veyor, folding plates secured to said inenber and
projecting transversely across the path of travel

of said cartons, the peripheral spacing of Said
plates being less than the spacing of Said cartons
and the rotational speed of said first member
being such that said plates register successively
with leading end flaps of Successive cartons and
whereby the plates move at a peripheral Speed
less than the lineal speed of Said cartons, said

folding plates having radially projecting flap edge

plate connected to the pivot of said lever for ro
tation thereby, said trailing flap folding plate
extending transversely across the path of said
Cartons, and means for rotating said second

nenber in timed relation to said conveyor where
by the plate carried by said ever travels at a

60

peripheral Speed greater than the lineal Speed

of Said cartons but with the plate registering

With the trailing flap of a carton on each revolu
tion of Said Second member whereby the plate
Overtakes and engages the trailing fiap of a car
ton, said trailing flap folding plate having a flap
eingaging projection on the edge thereof that leads

engaging projections on the trailing edges there
Cf, a trailing flap folding device positioned along

the plate on its forward motion, Said can means

side said conveyor behind said leading flap fold

and trailing flap folding plate to a horizontal
position to clear incoming flaps and to there
after guide said plate in a generaliy horizontal
flap folding position to the bottom of the Swing
of the plate.
5. A machine for closing rectangular paper car
tons having end wall flaps and a cover hingedly

ing device and including a fixed can plate having

an irregular closed circuitous can Surface there
on, a shaft projecting normally to the plane of
Said Surface, a double armed crank illenger On

said shaft, crank levers pivotally carried on the

Swinging ends of said crank member and having

having a portion arranged to swing said lever

2,625,778
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donnected to one side wall and a cover flap on
the Swinging edge of the cover with a tuck flap
On the edge of the cover flap, as the cartons are
continuously translated along a conveyor in an
endwise position comprising, a leading end flap
folder positioned alongside said conveyor and
including, a folding plate projecting transversely
across the path of travel of said cartons, means
for Swinging said plate in a downward and for
Ward SWinging motion to in front of Said leading
flapS and at a peripheral Speed less than the linea
speed of said cartons and in timed relation to said

conveyor, said folding plate having a downward
ly projecting flap engaging projection on the
trailing edge thereof, a trailing-flap folding de
vice positioned alongside said conveyor behind
said leading flap folding device and including a
trailing flap closing plate extending transversely
across the path of said cartons, and means for
swinging said second plate in a downward and

forward swinging motion over the trailing edges
of said cartons and at a peripheral speed great
er than the lineal speed of said cartons whereby

on each carton and further seat the tuck flap.
7. A machine for closing rectangular paper
cartons having end flaps on the tops of the end
Walls thereof and covers hingedly connected to a

side Wall and cover flaps on the Swinging edges of

the covers with tuck flaps on the edges of the

10

15

20

COver flap folding flange having an axially cam
med Surface carried by said cover folding wheel
and rotatable into engagement with the cover
flap to fold the flap alongside of said guide bar,

ing a flap engaging projection on the leading
..

. .

.

6. A machine for closing rectangular paper car
tons having end flaps on the tops of the end
walls thereof and covers hingedly, connected to a
side wall and cover flaps on the Swinging edges of
the covers with tuck flaps on the swinging edges

30

said conveyor for folding each leading end flap

portion lapped alongside of said cartons and a

35

inwardly of its carton, a second member project
ing across said conveyor for folding each trail
ing end flap inwardly of its carton, a folding bar
extending obliquely across said conveyor and in

clined downwardly behind said rotatable mem
bers to engage and fold each cover downwardly

40

to an inclined position, a longitudinal guide bar

positioned over the open edge of said cartons and
arranged to -support covers moved thereagainst
by said folding bar, a crimping wheel positioned
alongside said conveyor behind said folding bar
and engageable with the folded edge of Said cover

a horizontal reach opposite said wheel to hold

50

folding wheel rotatable over said guide bar to

hold the swinging edge of said cover against Said
guide bar, a cover flap folding flange having an

axially cammed surface carried by said cover
folding wheel and rotatable into engagement with
the cover flap to fold the flap alongside of Said
guide bar, a cover depressing wheel positioned
alongside said conveyor and behind said cover
flap folding wheel, said depressing wheel having
a peripheral portion lapped alongside of Said cal
tons and a cam portion engageable with the top
edge of each cover to depress the cover to closed
position, an axially extending pin slidably car
ried by said peripheral portion and Spring biased
away from said cartons, and a fixed can posi
tioned in the path of the end of Said pin to force
said pin inwardly against the tuck flap on the
cover flap of each carton as the cover and cover
flap are depressed by said cam portion whereby
the side wall and tuck flap of the carton are
laterally deflected and permit the tuck flap to
enter a locking slot provided therefor in the side
wall of the carton, and a pressure roll positioned

over the edge of said conveyor and behind said

'axially extending pin slidably carried by said
peripheral portion and spring biased away from

Said cartons, and a fixed cam positioned in the
path of the end of said pin to force said pin in
Wardly against the tuck flap on the cover flap
of each carton as the cover and cover flap are de
pressed by Said cam portion whereby the side
Walland tuck flap of the carton are laterally de
flected and permit the tuck flap to enter a lock

ing slot provided therefor in the side wall of the

45

to crimp the fold thereof, said folding bar having

said cover against said guide bar, a cover flap

a cover depressing wheel positioned alongside said
conveyor and behind said cover flap folding
Wheel, Said depressing wheel having a peripheral

can portion engageable with the top edge of each
cover to depress the cover to closed position, an

of the cover flaps, as the cartons are continuously
translated in an endwise direction along a con

veyor comprising, an element extending across

cover flaps as the cartons are continuously trans
lated in an endwise direction along a conveyor
comprising, an element extending across said
conveyor and SWingably mounted for folding
each leading end flap inwardly of its carton, a.
Second member projecting acroSS Said conveyor
and SWingably mounted for folding each trailing
end flap in Wardly of its carton, a folding bar
extending obliquely across said conveyor and
inclined down Wardly behind said rotatable mem
bers to engage and fold each cover downwardly
to an inclined position, a longitudinal guide bar
positioned over the open end of said cartons and
arranged to support covers moved thereagainst

by Said folding bar, a cover flap folding wheel
rotatable over. Said guide bar to hold the Swing
ing edge of Said cover against said guide bar, a

the plate overtakes and engages the trailing flaps
of cartons, said trailing flap folding plate hav
edge thereof.

10

cover depressing wheel to press the cover flap fold

55

carton.

-

8. A machine for closing rectangular paper
cartons having end flaps on the tops of the end
walls thereof and covers hingedly connected to
a side wall and cover flaps on the swinging edges
of the covers with tuck flaps on the edges of the
cover flaps, as the cartons are continuously trans
lated in an endwise direction along a conveyor
comprising, means extending across said con
veyor for folding each leading end flap inwardly
of its carton, other means projecting across said
conveyor for folding each trailing end flap in
Wardly of its carton, cover folding means posi

tioned behind said flap folding means to engage
an inclined position, a longitudinal guide bar
positioned over the open edge of said cartons to
Support covers moved thereagainst by said cover
folding means, a crimping wheel positioned along
side Said conveyor behind said cover folding
means and engageable with the folded edge of
Said cover to crimp the fold thereof, a cover flap
folding Wheel rotatable over said guide bar to
hold the Swinging edge of said cover against said
guide bar, a cover flap folding flange having an
axially cammed surface carried by said cover
folding wheel and rotatable into engagement

and fold each cover transversely downwardly to
60

65
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with the cover flap to fold the flap alongside of
Said guide bar, a cover depressing wheel posi
tioned alongside said conveyor and behind said

75

cover flap folding-wheel, said depressing wheel
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having a peripheral portion lapped alongside of wheel having a radially extending portion mov

said carton and a cam portion engageable with
the top edge of each cover to depress the cover
to closed position, an axially extending pin slid
ably carried by said peripheral portion and Spring
biased away from said cartons, and a fixed can
positioned in the path of the end of said pin to
force said pin inwardly against the tuck flap on

able in lapped relation alongside of said cartons

5

away from said cartons, and a fixed abutment
positioned in the path of the end of said pin and
cammingly engageable therewith to force said
O pin inwardly against the tuck flap on the cover
flap of each carton as the cover and cover flap
are depressed by said camportion whereby the
side wall and tuck flap of the carton are laterally
deflected and permit the tuck flap to enter a lock
ing slot provided therefor in the side wall of the
carton.
11. A machine for closing rectangular paper
cartons having end flaps on the tops of the end
walls thereof and covers hingedly connected to
a side wall and cover flaps on the swinging edges
of the covers with tuck flaps on the edges of the
cover flaps, as the cartons are continuously
translated in an endwise direction along a con
veyor comprising, means extending across said
conveyor for folding each leading end flap in
wardly of its carton, other means projecting
across said conveyor for folding each trailing end
flap inwardly of its carton, cover folding means

the cover flap of each carton as the cover and
cover flap are depressed by said can portion
whereby the side wall and tuck flap of the car
ton are laterally deflected and permit the tuck
flap to enter a locking slot provided therefor in
the side wall of the carton.

9. A machine for closing rectangular paper

cartons having end flaps on the tops of the end
walls thereof and covers hingedly connected to
a side wall and cover flaps on the swinging edges
of the covers with tuck flaps on the edges of
the cover flaps, as the cartons are continuously

translated in an endwise direction along a con
veyor comprising, means extending across said
conveyor for folding each leading end flap in

wardly of its carton, other means projecting

across said conveyor for folding each trailing

end flap inwardly of its carton, cover folding

means positioned behind Said flap folding means
to engage and fold each cover transversely down

wardly to an inclined position, a longitudinal
guide bar positioned over the open edge of Said

30

cartons to support covers moved thereagainst
by said cover folding means, a cover flap fold
ing Wheel having an axially canamed Surface
rotatable into engagement With the cover flap
to fold the flap alongside of said guide bar, a

cover depressing wheel positioned alongside said
conveyor and behind said cover flap folding
wheel, said depressing wheel having a peripheral

portion lapped alongside of said cartons and a
cam portion engageable with the top edge of

each cover to depress the cover to closed posi

tion, an axially extending pin slidably carried

by said peripheral portion and Spring biased
away from said cartons, and a fixed can posi
tioned in the path of the end of said pin to force

said pin inwardly against the tuck fiap on the

cover flap of each carton as the cover and cover
flap are depressed by said can portion whereby
the side Wall and tuck flap of the carton are

laterally deflected and permit the tuck flap to

enter a locking slot provided therefor in the side
Wall of the carton.

10. A machine for closing rectangular paper
cartons having end flaps on the tops of the end
Walls thereof and covers hingedly connected to
a side wall and cover flaps on the Swinging edges

of the covers with tuck flaps on the edges of
the cover flaps, as the cartons are continuously
translated in an endwise direction along a con

veyor comprising, means extending across said
conveyor for folding each leading end flap in
Wardly of its carton, other means projecting
aCrOSS Said conveyor for folding each trailing

end flap inwardly of its carton, cover folding
means positioned behind said flap folding means

to engage and fold each cover transversely down

wardly to an inclined position, a longitudinal
guide bar positioned over the open edge of said
cartons to support covers moved thereagainst
by said cover folding means, a cover flap fold
ing means movable into engagement with the
cover flap to fold the flap downwardly along
side of said guide bar, a cover depressing wheel

positioned alongside said conveyor and behind

and a can portion engageable with the top edge
of each cover to depress the cover to closed posi
tion, an axially extending pin slidably carried by
said radially extending portion and spring biased

positioned behind said flap folding means to en
gage andfold each cover transversely downwardly
to an inclined position, a cover flap folding means
movable into engagement with the cover flap to
fold the flap downwardly while its cover is in
inclined position, a cover depressing wheel posi
tioned alongside said conveyor and behind said
cover flap folding means, said depressing wheel

having a radially extending portion movable in
lapped relation alongside of said cartons and a
cam portion engageable with the top edge of each
40 cover to depress the cover to closed position, an
axially extending pin slidably carried by said
radially extending portion and spring biased
away from said cartons, and a fixed abutment
positioned in the path of the end of said pin and
cammingly engageable therewith to force said pin
of each carton as the cover and cover flap are
depressed by said camportion whereby the side
wall and tuckflap of the carton are laterally de
50 flected and permit the tuck flap to enter a lock
ing slot provided therefor in the side wall of the
carton.
12. A machine for closing rectangular paper
cartons having end flaps on the tops of the end
55 walls thereof and covershingedly connected to a
side wall and cover flaps... on the swinging edges
of the covers with tuck flaps on the edges
of the cover flaps, as the cartons are continu
80

65

70

ously translated in an endwise direction along a
conveyor comprising, means extending across said
conveyor for folding each leading end flap in
wardly of its carton, other means projecting
across said conveyor for folding each trailing end
flap inwardly of its carton, cover folding means
positioned behind said flap folding means to en
gage and fold each cover transversely down

wardly to an inclined position, cover flap folding
means movable transversely with respect to said
covers in one position thereof into engagement
with the cover flaps to fold the flaps normally to
the covers, a cover depressing wheel positioned
alongside said conveyor and behind said cover
and cover flap folding means, said depressing
wheel having a radially extending portion mov

said cover flap folding means, said depressing 75 able in lapped relation alongside of said cartons
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ton and spring biased away from said carton, a
and a cam portion engageable with the top edge fixed
abutment positioned opposite the outer end
of each cover to depress the cover to closed po

of said member near the lower limit of travel

sition, an axially extending pressure member
slidably carried by said radially extending por
tion and spring biased away from said cartons,
a fixed abutment positioned in the path of the
end of said pressure member to force the same

thereof and cammingly engageable with said
member, to force Said member inwardly against
the tuck flap and Side wall of the carton, and a

can on Said wheel and rotatable therewith to de

inwardly against the tuck flap on the cover flap preSS the edge of Said cover and Said cover flap
said tuck flap is deflected.
of each carton as the cover and cover flap are while
16. In a machine for closing paper cartons, a
depressed by said cam portion whereby the Side 10 mechanims
for folding a cover and cover flap
wall and tuck flap of the carton are laterally de
against the side wall of the carton
flected and permit the tuck flap to enter a lock downwardly
and
for
engaging
a tuck flap in a lock slot in the
ing slot provided therefor in the side wall of the side wall of the carton
comprising, a conveyor for
translating the carton with its cover
13. In a machine for closing paper cartons, a 15 continuously
in a partially closed inclined position and the
mechanism for folding a cover and cover flap cover
inclined downwardly from the cover,
downwardly against the side wall of the carton meansflap
movable in a plane alongside of the car
and for engaging a tuck flap on the cover flap in
ton and cover flap and driven in timed relation
a lock slot in the side wall of the carton com
prising, a conveyor for continuously translating 20 ship with Said conveyor, said means having a
vertical component of motion, a transversely ex
the carton with its cover in a partially closed in tending
pressure member slidably carried by said
clined position and the cover flap inclined down
means and spring biased away from said carton,
wardly from the cover, a wheel rotatable in a
plane alongside of the carton and cover flap and a fixed abutment positioned opposite the outer
carton.

-

-

-

driven in timed relationship with said conveyor,

an axially extending pin slidably carried by a
peripheral portion of said wheel and spring biased
away from said carton, a fixed can positioned
opposite the outer end of said pin near the lower
limit of travel thereof to force said pin inwardly
against the tuck flap and side wall of the car
ton, a cam on said wheel and rotatable therewith
to depress the edge of Said cover and Said COWei
flap while said tuck flap is deflected, a hold-down
plate positioned over said conveyor and carton
and between the upper rim of the carton and said
cover, said hold-down plate-extending past Said
wheel, and a final closing wheel positioned behind

2. 5

force said member inwardly against the tuck flap
and Side wall of the carton, and a horizontal sur
face on said means engageable with the top of

30

the end of said plate and freely rotatably engage
able with the cover to press the SWinging end of 40
said cover downwardly after said cover has
cleared said support plate.
14. In a machine for closing paper cartons, a
mechanism for folding a cover and cover fiap
downwardly against the side Wall of the carton 45
and for engaging a tuck flap on the cover flap
in a lock slot in the side Wall of the carton COm
prising, a conveyor for continuously translating
the carton with its cover in a partially closed in
clined position and the cover flap inclined down 50
Wardly from the cover, a wheel rotatable in a
plane alongside of the carton and cover flap and
driven in timed relationship with said conveyor,
an axially extending pin slidably carried by a
peripheral portion of said Wheel and Spring biased

away from said carton, a fixed can positioned
opposite the outer end of Said pin near the lower
limit of travel thereof to force Said pin inwardly
against the tuck flap and side Wall of the carton,

end of said member near the lower limit of travel
thereof and cammingly engageable therewith to

55

the cover and said cover flap while said tuck

flap is deflected.
17. In a machine for closing paper cartons, a
mechanism for folding a cover and cover flap
downwardly against the side wall of the carton
and for engaging a tuck flap on the cover flap
in a lock slot in the side wall of the carton com
prising, a conveyor for continuously translating
the carton with its cover in a partially closed in
clined position and the cover flap inclined down

Wardly from the cover, means movable in a plane
alongside of the carton and cover flap and driven
in timed relationship with said conveyor, said
means having a vertical component of motion, a
preSSure member carried by said means and mov.
able transversely with respect thereto, an abut

ment positioned opposite the outer end of said
member near the lower limit of travel thereof
and canningly engageable therewith to force

Said member inwardly against the tuck flap and
Side Wall of the carton, and a horizontal surface
On Said means engageable with the top of the

cover to depress the edge of said cover and said
COVer flap while said tuck flap is deflected.
18. In a machine for closing paper cartons,
means for folding an end flap on the trailing wall
of the carton inwardly as the carton is contin
uously translated in an endwise direction com

prising, a rotatable member positioned in a plane
alongside the path of said carton, a flap folding
and a cam on said wheel and rotatable therewith
plate projecting normally from a radially dis
to depress the edge of Said cover and said cover 60 posed portion of Said member across the path of
flap while said tuckflap is deflected.
the carton, said plate being rotatable about a
15. In a machine for closing paper cartons, a
transverse axis and positioned on said member
mechanism for folding a cover and cover flap
to be approximately level with the top of the
downwardly against the Side wall of the carton
carton at the lower limit of motion of the plate,
65
and for engaging a tuck flap on the cover flap in
a lever carried by said member and non rotatably
a lock slot in the side wall of the carton compris
connected to Said plate, spring means biasing
ing, a conveyor for continuously translating the
Said
lever and plate to extend the plate radially
carton with its cover in a partially closed in
outwardly of Said member, a flap edge engaging
clined position and the cover flap inclined down
turned rearwardly from the swinging edge
wardly from the cover, a wheel rotatable in a 70 flange
of
Said
plate, cam means positioned adjacent to
plane alongside of the carton and cover flap and
member and engageable with said lever to
driven in timed relationship with said conveyor, Said
an axially extending pressure member slidably Swing said lever and plate to radially inwardly
directed position with said flange turned down
carried by a radially extending portion of said
wheel to be translated past the side of each car 75 Wardly as Said plate approaches the flap on the
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carton, said cam surface thereafter permitting tinuously translated in an endwise direction comi
the downward rotation of Said plate and its prising, a support member movably positioned

15

flange against the trailing side of Said flap, and
imeans for rotating said member in timed re
lationship with said conveyor whereby Said plate

is swung downwardly in an overtaking motion

behind said flap.

adjacent the path of said carton, a flap-folding

5

plate carried by said member and projecting

across the path of the carton, said plate being
on said member to be approximately level with
the top of the carton at the lower limit of motion
of the plate, a lever carried by said member and
nonrotatably connected to said plate, a flap edge
engaging projection on the Swinging edge of said

rotatable about a transverse axis and positioned

19. In a machine for closing paper cartons,
means for folding an end flap on the trailing wall
of the carton inwardly as the carton is contin 0
uously translated in an endwise direction com
prising, a rotatable member positioned in a plane plate, cam means positioned adjacent to said
alongside the path of said carton, a flap folding
member and engageable with Said lever, to direct
plate projecting normally from a radially dis the motion thereof and swing said plate to gen
posed portion of said member across the path of
erally horizontal position with said projection
the carton, said plate being rotatable about a turned downwardly as said plate approaches the
transverse axis, and positioned on said member flap on the carton, said cam surface thereafter
to be approximately level- with the top of the
directing the downward rotation of said plate
carton at the lower limit of motion of the plate, and its projection against the trailing side of
a lever carried by said member and nonrotatably : Said flap, and means for moving said member in
connected to said plate, a flap edge engaging an oscillatory motion having a vertical com
projection on the swinging edge of said plate, ponent and in timed relationship with said con
cam means positioned adjacent to said member veyor. Whereby said plate is swung downwardly in
and engageable with said lever, to direct, the mo
an overtaking motion behind said flap.
tion thereof and swing said lever and plate to 2 5
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radially inwardly directed position with said pro
jection turned downwardly as said plate ap
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